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Foreword

What you’re reading here is a special version.

It’s a moment in Squirrly’s history, and it helps explain the

reason why we’re creating these gaming experiences.

You know… I bet most of you think that this is something we do

only because we love doing it, but to be honest: we wanted to

stop the Games Division at Squirrly back in 2015.

However, we continued it because our community loved the

games.

While writing this right now, I’m pretty sure part of the reason is

the prizes they win by playing the games, but if I look at our

analytics accounts, the gaming sessions look really good, and it

comes to show what we had hoped for: 

https://www.squirrly.co/games/


Customers really enjoy taking a break, playing our games, and

winning awesome prizes.

Here's what someone in our community recently said about

playing the Content Marketing Game:

I love it. It’s a helpful distraction when I need a break.
Thanks for doing all that you have with Squirrly. 

As a novice Blogger/YouTuber that is trying to build a
dream, your program, and the products I’ve won so far
are incredibly useful. 

If you only knew how much I needed these programs,
but couldn’t afford it all. 

I greatly appreciate you.

-- Nikki M.

This book is about our first official HTML5 game, called The

Age of Startups. In this title, we talk about all the legends

surrounding it.

http://contentmarketinggame.com/


Our first game ever was the Halloween game, a text-based

browser game.

However, the Age of Startups Game really took things very far

for us.



why we created the Age of Startups Game,

how we came up with the concept for this game,

why it makes sense for a company like Squirrly to develop

games and a lot more.

Believe it or not, we kept developing games because we found

out that our customers really loved them and that it brought

us (the developers) and you (our community) a lot closer.

In this book, we’ll talk about:



That’s all that matters to us.

Because we create everything with our customers in mind and by

talking to our customers, not by looking at what competitors or

what other people in the industry are doing.

Our customers are our biggest sources of inspiration.

We’re not very rigid when looking at the next right thing that we

should be creating.

We analyze a lot of feedback, we run lots of different tests to

find out what our community needs, and then we just go with

the flow.

Tomorrow, we might find out that we need to do a giveaway, or a

special sales event, or a Youtube stream, a new course

on Education Cloud, or maybe a new piece of software.

Our agenda is to build amazing things for you and to get you to

Superstar Level when it comes to Digital Marketing. What we

found out is that we can also accomplish this through games and

gaming experiences.

https://www.squirrly.co/learning/education-cloud/


Why would Squirrly even create computer games? After all,

Squirrly is a software company selling mostly to business owners.

Well, you’re here. You played the game. And you won a prize

from us.

This will probably make you play the game again. And then

maybe even engage with some of the other content you will win.

All of this is designed to help you become a better marketer.

So yeah, if playing games will make you passionate enough that

you will start learning more about digital marketing, you’ll win

big time!

Why Create Gaming
Experiences?



You’ll improve your skills and also your toolset.

So, here we are: creating gaming experiences.

Also, you’ve probably seen that most of our software has built-in

gamification elements.

Like the SEO Live Assistant from Squirrly SEO that helps you

write SEO optimized content – right as you’re typing it.

The SEO Live Assistant is fun to

use thanks to the gamification

elements that make you feel like a

champion every time you do something

right, and a section in the Assistant

turns Green.

When all the boxes check green, your

article is fully optimized and ready to

be Published.

This is just one example, of course.

There are many more game-like

experiences we created within our

software. So, it was only a matter of

time before we started creating actual

gaming experiences.

https://plugin.squirrly.co/seo-virtual-assistant/


Our customers are busy. Most of them aren’t in the age group

where you would expect games to catch really well.

However, being obsessed with metrics, we studied how well our

audience was engaging with the games.

Those who played are some of our biggest fans and some of

our best customers. Some of you will think that they already

were in love with Squirrly before ever playing a single game.

We thought so too when we first started.

However, this is far from the truth.

This company offers a lot more than customers first expect when

coming into contact with us. But the offer is so big, that it’s pretty

hard to sit down, focus, and start reading everything we do.

Customers want games.



Therefore, through these games, we’ve boosted

discoverability for most of the cool things we’re building and

releasing.

Raising awareness about some other products, programs,

core values, and so on.

Turns out, games were the ones that turned people who weren't

interested in Squirrly as a company into our biggest fans who

can't wait to get more products from us.

All of this is good news because it helps us accomplish these

important goals:

Getting closer to our community.

Helping our community get access to MORE

valuable resources that make them Digital

Marketing Superstars.

While of all of this feels legendary for us, let's see how it all

began.



The Content Marketing Game that you are able to play right

now, which is also the game that brought you here to this book,

was supposed to have multiple Seasons.

The first season was: the Age of Startups.

Age of Startups: The Beginning

2014: working on the first version of the game.

http://contentmarketinggame.com/


Plus, the full title was: Content Marketing Game – The Age of

Startups.

So, people searching for Content Marketing and people searching  

for Startups could find us through the search engine on Product

Hunt and the one inside Chrome Apps, as we had a version on

Chrome as well.

We no longer have it, because Google is retiring their Chrome

Apps platform.

The other reason was that by dressing it up like

this, we could get a lot of feedback on the game

from Product Hunt and from Reddit.

First of all, because we are a tech Startup

ourselves. Even though we’re 8 years old now as a

company, we still think of ourselves as a startup,

because we keep running lean, we’re close to our

customers, and we keep launching and innovating.

Why?



Ever since we started working on the Age of Startups game, we

focused on ensuring that the game had a story and that all the

elements of the game make a lot of sense in terms of

communicating that story.

Game Concept and Design





This was basically our way of giving tribute to two great
entrepreneurs out there. 

We wanted to keep the memory of Steve Jobs alive in
our community, as we are inspired by his way of thinking
and the ability to innovate and predict the future. 

And even if we don't always agree with Mark Zuckerberg
he did demonstrate his power to keep going and change
according to the world around him.

Fun fact: the two main characters from the game are actually

inspired by Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerberg. Did you notice

the glasses one of the squirrels is wearing? And that

trademark Zuckerberg haircut?

We didn’t just want to create a generic game that didn’t felt

Squirrly and had nothing to do with who we are and what we do.

Cristina Coroiu, 

Squirrly Mascot Designer

https://www.squirrly.co/the-squirrly-team-meet-cristina/
https://www.squirrly.co/the-squirrly-team-meet-cristina/


Also, many of the things that help you

play the game are closely related to

content and startup life, like getting

invited to pitch at TechCrunch

Disrupt.

As a startup, you need an amazing pitch (which is basically

content based on PowerPoint presentations, or slideshares).

When we add emails, newsletters, audio

content, getting new office space, and

more, we begin to dive deeper into startup

life and also into the kind of content

marketing that is useful for every kind of

small business.

In their initial stages, startups are basically

just small businesses.

We put a lot of time and thought into creating original,

customized details that ultimately make the game feel special and

unique.

For example, one of the enemy bosses you have to escape from in

the game is a Panda. As you may know, Panda was one of the

worst Google updates to ever hit, and many startups got penalized

after this update.



Closing partnerships and getting “Crunched”

is also something that you will need as a content

marketer… just as much as a startup would need

these things.

If you want to blog, it’s much easier when

you close partnerships with other

companies doing content marketing and

getting them to contribute new content and

social media shares to your own blog.

Getting mentioned in big media, and also

doing press releases is just as valuable for

a startup as it is for your own business.

We played around with these concepts,
to make the elements that you collect
inside the game really make sense.

And just like it happens in real life, if you can make a combo of

many parts of content marketing (getting mentioned on a bigger

blog, getting interviewed on a podcast, working in a better 



building, pitching at a business event, getting more funding) all of

this will remove a lot of road-blocks from your path to success.

And when done together, the impact is a lot more powerful,

which is why we usually say at Squirrly that you need a strategy,

because you need to find ways in which you can connect all of

these small parts to get the best impact possible.

Now that you know more about all the details of the game, and

what they mean, you’ll start to notice them more and more as you

play the game.



The Games that Paved the Way
for Age of Startups

2014

Star Wars: Gratitude Project

2015

Squirrly Force



2015

Content Marketing Game

2016

improved version of the

Content Marketing Game

2019

Halloween Game

2020

Keep Ranking Game



It was pretty hard to play because the player could only use the

space bar, in order to move the squirrels on the screen, and there

were like way too many obstacles in their paths.

The game we created after building the engine for it at the

Hackathon (inspired by one of the participants, who thought it

would be cool if we did this), was first delivered only to a select

number of customers who had achieved certain milestones with

the company.

The first versions were delivered physically to them, in their

mailboxes (talking about snail mail here).

Star Wars: The Gratitude Project was the first game from

Squirrly. The game, which was similar to the Content Marketing

game, was created during Squirrly's Hackathon in Cluj-Napoca.



It was called: The Gratitude Project and it was how we were

showing our gratitude for our most valued customers.

The game had a very deep Star Wars feel to it, and the player was

actually controlling a Jedi and a Sith, so you weren’t allowed to

let them get close to one another, because they would destroy

each other.

You had to pay attention to that, while also avoiding all of the

objects.

It then became called: Squirrly Force and we started releasing it

to more of our customers.

The people who were engaging with Squirrly Force started

becoming bigger fans of everything we did and were more

passionate than ever about being members of our community.



I could still tell you some of their names by heart to this very day.

So, 2014 to 2015: it was Gratitude Project and the Squirrly Force.

In mid-2015, we started working on Content Marketing Game

and we made a huge Christmas event in 2015 based around this

game.

It was a massive success in terms of getting our customers to

engage with us prior to the Holiday season.



The prizes were also really awesome by the time we’d released

Content Marketing Game – the Age of Startups.



2016 was also a good year for the game.

After 2016, it became harder and harder for us to pay attention to

the game, as we had reached a team size of 20, and we were

developing many new products and projects.

However, we kept experimenting and determined that our

community really loves the games and wants them back.

So in 2019 we brought back our Legendary Halloween Game 

we added the Lives system (so that you don’t lose so fast

anymore),

we created new levels, made the game easier to play (since

most of our players are casual gamers, and actually most of

them are non-gamers).

we added the recipe system, where you can take some of the

elements from the screen and they summon different

superpowers that help you advance faster (like the investors

who destroy the road-blocks for you, and the whirlpool that

draws all of the good items to you).

In 2016: we’ve made many improvements to the game:

https://www.squirrly.co/squirrly-releases-the-2019-version-of-their-legendary-halloween-game/
https://www.squirrly.co/squirrly-releases-the-2019-version-of-their-legendary-halloween-game/


In 2020, we brought back the Content Marketing Game under

a new name: the Keep Ranking Game, so that it would be

better aligned with the current version of our brand.

Plus, everything you do in the game is aimed at keeping you

ranking: inside the game, and outside the game.

The prizes are amazing and they WILL help you keep ranking

top-of-mind for your customers.

What's New in 2020

SQUIRRLY SEO PRO



STARBOX PRO

One Website Plan

from ContentLook

Speedy Content (eBook)



Content Marketing

Mindset (eBook)

Twitter Mention

10,000 Visits from

Social Media Course



If you get the prizes and our resources, you’ll have a very easy

time getting ranked higher and higher inside your customer’s

minds.

You can see the full list of prizes you can win by playing the

latest version of the game here. 

One of the most important things in business is to make sure

that your customers actively think about you.

As you can see from the stats below, creating games is one way

we manage to stay top of mind with our audience.

From https://www.squirrly.co/games/ you can learn more about

our current games, you can see a WIKI that will help you play the

Keep Ranking Game better and win more prizes.

Also, you can see more about the Mission of our Games Division.

Keep Playing

50k
GAMING

SESSIONS

6
GAMES &

APPS

2
ACTIVE

GAMES NOW

235
PRIZES WON

https://www.squirrly.co/lp/win-prizes/
http://contentmarketinggame.com/
https://www.squirrly.co/games/
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